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if boeing receives that amount, it would come to around $250 million for each space shuttles flight. however, if boeing is paid the same amount for each flight, that would come to about $700 million per flight. if it turns out that boeing is paid less per flight, it would not be clear how much that would cost the space agency. spaceflight missions have been a relatively reliable source of income for nasa. but after the retirement of the space shuttles, nasa will have to rely on other sources of revenue. these include contracts with private companies, which have been limited due to the expense of developing a new spacecraft. nasa is also hoping to maintain its position as the world leader in the spaceflight business by continuing to maintain its presence on the international space station. but the space station is simply too
small to accommodate a crew, and it was never intended to be a space factory. nasa hopes to continue its operation of the space station using commercial crew vehicles. a private company called spacex is developing a spacecraft called the dragon. nasa hopes to have two of these spacecraft available for use in 2013, and the first of them will carry the first crew into space. the second will be ready for use in 2015. the dragon is intended to carry up to seven astronauts and is also expected to be capable of carrying cargo. it has to be one of the most exciting years for the space shuttle program in the past 50 years. the first shuttle launch since the columbia tragedy, and the first shuttle mission using the space shuttles new orion capsule.
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the space shuttle is a huge vehicle. at 183 feet long, 43 feet in diameter, it is capable of carrying 12,500 pounds of cargo into orbit, and can carry a crew of 7 on a
roundtrip mission. built by boeing and the national aeronautics and space administration (nasa), the space shuttle was designed to be able to launch into orbit, do
its job, and then land as a vehicle. the space shuttle program was designed to be the backbone of the space program, supporting the exploration of space in the
21st century. the space shuttle was by far the largest program ever undertaken by nasa. it was a massive undertaking that cost billions of dollars, at a time when
many people were concerned about the high cost of space travel. but with the space shuttle, nasa was able to launch astronauts into space, and finally put a man
on the moon. even in the eyes of the public, the space shuttle was a success. the space shuttle program is now over, but the craft is still in service. nasa has two
shuttles, endeavor and atlantis, that are being used to ferry cargo and supplies to the international space station. the space shuttles are still in use, but their days
are numbered. on may 30, 2020, nasa astronauts doug hurley and robert behnken launched to the international space station (iss) aboard a spacex crew dragon
spacecraft, marking the first crewed spaceflight launched from american soil since nasa retired the space shuttle. in early august 2007, the shuttle made its final
flight, when it was flown from kennedy space center to the smithsonian national air and space museum in washington, d.c. nasa plans to mothball the shuttles at

that location in a museum display. nasa is also building a new launch facility in florida to house the shuttles once all are retired. 5ec8ef588b
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